PRESENTATION OVERVIEW:

- The ARMORMAX® system consists of a High Performance Turf Reinforcement Mat (HPTRM) coupled with an anchor that provides permanent tie-down for either severe erosion and/or structural slope stability.

- An environmentally green solution to reinforce vegetation to improve water quality and run water recharge.

- The system is designed as an engineered earth solution for steep slope reinforcement, where anchors can mitigate geotechnical instability while the turf reinforcement mat provides surficial erosion control with a vegetated veneer.

- The ARMORMAX® system is aesthetic, vegetated, cost-effective and easy to install, alternative to conventional hard armoring techniques, such as rock riprap, concrete paving, gabions, articulated block, etc.

- A solution for various applications including: channel linings, canal and levee armoring, slope stabilization, stream bank and shoreline restoration, and other similar applications.
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